DUE DILIGENCE
ASSESSMENT

In-depth review uncovers economical ways to compete
The pressure is intense. With ever-increasing
competition, you know you should provide faster
Internet, add HD channels, introduce IP video—
in short, deliver a top-quality customer experience.
But how can that fit in your budget?
Let CCI help you evaluate your plant and identify
ways to upgrade services, at a total cost that’s
probably much lower than you’d expect.
Investigation reveals opportunities
We start with a full-scale assessment of your
headend, a field survey of your physical network
and an in-depth look at your service offering. This
“due diligence” reveals your plant status, current
bandwidth use and opportunities to enhance
performance and services.
Practical solutions control costs
We recommend a variety of options and procedures
to make the most of your existing plant, and to
upgrade as economically as possible. You benefit
from CCI’s extensive field experience; we know
your challenges and can recommend down-to-earth
solutions that fit your market and budget.
Insight prepares you for future
As part of our evaluation, CCI models service
outgrowths and likely changes in network
use. We combine this long-term outlook with
our knowledge of consumer trends, network
architectures and competitive services to help you
develop a plan on what and when to change over
the next several years.
Single source speeds implementation
Streamline your project with start-to-finish
solutions. CCI offers expertise in network
mapping and design; engineering and
integration; construction and technical field
services; and installation and training.

Due diligence deliverables
• Plant evaluation of each system
• Recommended system upgrades,
		 with multiple options
• Recommended headend upgrades
• Recommended engineering
		 specifications
• Detailed cost estimate, including
		 engineering, labor and materials

We cover the full range of technology:
• All OSP gear – nodes, RF amps, cable
• CMTS
• All receivers/encoders
• RF optics
• Optical transport
• Antenna & Dish Farm
• IP Core & Access
Evaluations support acquisitions
Operators looking to acquire systems can turn to
CCI for pre-purchase evaluations. We’ve evaluated
thousands of miles of plant and can help you save
time and money.
Do your due diligence with CCI
Let us show you how to stay on top of change and
stay competitive—all at a cost that you can afford.
Call CCI today: 855-337-9299.
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